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Abstract
Digital games now occupy more space in people’s lives. Since the popularization of personal computers, game consoles and portable devices more people spend more time exposed to a greater variety of games. Researchers in various fields have been studying the consequences of this phenomenon. Digital games are commonly associated with a range of antisocial behaviors such as aggression and murder. This paper’s objective is to discuss evidence about the influence of games on human behavior, cognition, affect and arousal, based on the General Learning Model, focusing on available data related to aggression and prosociality. Several criticisms of the extant research are discussed: the poor quality of the measures used, the games used in research and the explanatory power of this model. Finally, a research agenda to improve work is this field is proposed.
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Efeito dos Jogos Digitais no Comportamento: Análise do General Learning Model

Resumo
Os jogos digitais vêm ocupando um espaço maior na vida das pessoas. Com a popularização de computadores pessoais, consoles de videogame e artefatos portáteis, uma quantidade maior de pessoas passa mais tempo exposta a diferentes jogos e diversas áreas do conhecimento estudam quais consequências estão associadas a este fenômeno. Além disso, os jogos digitais são comumente associados a uma série de comportamentos antissociais, como agressões e assassinatos. O objetivo do presente trabalho é discutir um conjunto de evidências sobre a influência de jogos nas dimensões de comportamento, cognição, afeto e excitação, com base no General Learning Model, tendo como foco dados relacionados à agressividade e à prosocialidade. Além disso, busca-se apresentar as principais crises associadas às pesquisas da área, como a qualidade das medidas utilizadas, a seleção de jogos para pesquisas e o potencial explicativo do modelo. Por fim, sugere-se agenda de pesquisa com o intuito de contribuir com o aprimoramento deste campo de investigação.

Palavras-chave: Jogos digitais, General Learning Model, cognição.
Efecto de los Videojuegos en el Comportamiento: Análisis del General Learning Model

Resumen

Juegos digitales han estado ocupando un gran espacio en la vida de las personas. Con la popularización de las computadoras personales, consolas de videojuegos y los artefactos portátiles, una gran cantidad de personas que pasan más tiempo expuestos a diferentes juegos y las diferentes áreas de conocimiento a estudiar qué consecuencias son asociadas a este fenómeno. Además, los juegos digitales son comúnmente asociados con una serie de conductas antisociales, como la agresión y el asesinato. El objetivo de este trabajo es discutir una serie de pruebas com respecto a la influencia de los juegos en las dimensiones de la conducta, la cognición, el afecto y la excitación, con base en el General Learning Model, centrándose en los datos relativos a la agresión y prosocialidad. Además, presenta las principales críticas asociadas a la investigación deste objeto, tales como la calidad de las medidas utilizadas, la selección de la investigación de juegos y el poder explicativo del modelo. Por último, se sugiere una agenda de investigación con el fin de contribuir a la mejora de este campo de investigación.

Palabras clave: Juegos digitales, General Learning Model, cognición.

The emergence of new media inevitably results in discussion of their effects beneficial or harmful on human behavior. Such discussion is justified by the fact that mass communication and mass entertainment systems such as radio, film and television can reach a large and socially diverse population. The same is true of digital games; digital games in various formats (personal computers, game consoles, tablets and mobile phones) are currently part of everyday life for people of various ages and socioeconomic levels. A growing proportion of people are consumers of a very rapidly growing industry (Mäyrä, 2008; McGonigal, 2011).

One of the most controversial issues in the study of digital games is the possible association between aggressive behavior and the exposition of violent games (for example, the Columbine shootings in the United States and the Realengo school incident in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil). Besides the description of the crime itself, the news media usually attempt to relate it with several aspects of the killer’s life, being video game playing one of them. This leads to implicit or explicit assumptions that there is a causal relationship between the type of game that individuals play and the way they behave outside the game context.

The authors of systematic reviews and meta-analyses of this subject claim to have found enough evidence to conclude that there is a causal relationship between exposure to digital games and certain behaviors (for example, Anderson & Bushman, 2001; Anderson et al., 2010; Barlett, Anderson, & Swing, 2009; Fischer, Greitemeyer, Kastenmüller, Vogrincic, & Sauer, 2011; Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014). Although the methodology and practical significance of these studies has been criticized (Elson & Ferguson, 2014; Ferguson, 2007, 2009a, 2009b; Ferguson & Dyck, 2012), some authors suggest that future research should not dwell further on whether or not this relationship exists, but on the processes underlying it (Bushman & Huesmann, 2014). These authors argue that research should focus on how games can influence players’ behavior and what variables are involved in this relationship. However, it is important to highlight the scarcity of studies assessing the premises on which the theoretical model is based. In particular there is a lack of evidence on how the characteristics of a digital game influence stimulus processing (automatic and controlled) and the probability of certain behaviors.

This article discusses the empirical evidence relating to how digital games affect human behavior, focusing on behavioral processes and research methodology. There is a wide variety of evidence however this paper is largely
limited to discussion of the effects of aggressive and prosocial content. The paper also includes a critique of methodology in these studies, specifically the choice of stimuli and methods of measurement. Questions about the explanatory potential of the theoretical model are also raised and a research agenda based on the two-process model of information processing is advocated as the best approach to improving our understanding of the relationship between digital games and human behavior.

First we present the theoretical model most commonly used in studies of the relationship between digital games and behavior. Then we present empirical evidence relating to the cognitive, affective and arousing effects of video games on human behavior. Finally, we discuss the most common criticisms of this model and suggest alternatives for future research.

**General Learning Model**

The General Learning Model (GLM) proposes main dimensions involved in the study of the influence of different media on behavior, as well as different routes by which this influence seems to occur (Buckley & Anderson, 2006). The GLM is based on Anderson and Bushman’s General Aggression Model (2002) and was developed to account for other behavioral phenomena.

One of the main tenets of the GLM is that the media products have both immediate (or short-term) effects, and long-term effects due to repeated exposure to the same or similar stimuli. It is argued that certain structural and procedural characteristics of digital games create a learning context that can lead to enduring changes in affect, cognition, arousal and behavior (Swing, Gentile, & Anderson, 2009). These features are: (a) the ability to control and adjust the difficulty level of a game; (b) repeated demand for certain skills (a characteristic of training contexts); (c) an active learning process (players must intentionally engage in gaming experience to achieve the goals of a particular game); (d) immediate feedback on the player’s actions, including rewards for good performance; (e) use of skills which may generalize to other contexts (similar skills are required in different games e.g. first person shooter games usually require similar skills). It is suggested that these features explain why digital games have more impact on behavior than exposure to other media in which interactivity and constant feedback are not usual.

The GLM is grounded in several theories of cognition and human learning: Bandura’s theories of social learning, Berkowitz’s neo-associationist theory of memory, Zillmann’s excitation transfer theory, Husmann’s script theory and Crick and Dodge’s social information processing theory (Barlett & Anderson, 2013; Buckley & Anderson, 2006). It has been argued that the GLM is, to a certain extent, corroborated by the large number of studies that support those theories (Prot & Anderson, 2013).

The GLM (Figure 1) proposes that there are two different types of input variables. First there are personal variables related to attitudes, beliefs, goals, previous experiences, and emotional states previous to media exposure; these are considered relatively stable. Then there are situational variables, these are contextual factors relating to the characteristics of the medium and context and the individual’s understanding of the context in question. These variables influence the individual’s internal state via a combination of cognitive, affective and arousal routes, which interact to produce an evaluation of the experience with the media.

According to the model, certain features of a situation can elicit compatible content in each route of the internal state and therefore result in a set of behaviors consistent to the content activated. The GLM posits that, for example, a violent game activates violence-related content in memory, as well as affective states and arousal congruent with the violent context and hence results in more aggressive behavior. The GLM also assumes long-term effects involving the factual learning and behavior (from recurrent practice, as well as positive and negative feedback), and changes in personality (Buckley & Anderson, 2006). The short- and long-term effects are thought to be due to different processes, however; short-
term effects may be related to priming, arousal and imitation, whereas long-term effects are thought to be based on learning by observation and activation and desensitization of emotional processes (Huesmann, 2007). In short, the GLM assumes that because playing digital games simulates particular real-world experiences, knowledge gained through gaming experience influences the perception and interpretation of game situations in the real world and may take the form of affective states, cognitive structures and behavioral scripts that can guide players’ behavior in similar situations in the future. Because the gaming experience shares some of the characteristics of training, behavioral patterns activated during gaming may become more accessible to the player thus changing the way he or she interprets and deals with external situations.

An important aspect of a GLM interpretation of the effects of gaming relates to its account of how the information received from the gaming situation is processed. According to the GLM stimuli are evaluated as soon as the individual is exposed to them (Barlett & Anderson, 2013). Depending on the attentional resources devoted to this initial evaluation and its outcome, a more controlled re-evaluation process can be activated (Anderson & Dill, 2000). Automatic and controlled evaluation processes lead respectively to impulsive or controlled actions; this raises questions about the relationship between behavior and the way in which a stimulus is processed and the stored associations that exposure to it activates. The GLM suggests that the lack of cognitive resources or unsatisfying outcome evaluations may require the use of more controlled strategies of choice of behavior to be manifested.

This point, still scarcely debated in digital games literature, is important to understanding both the empirical results and their practical significance. If the propositions of the GLM are correct, behavior depends not solely on the type of digital game played (e.g. violent or prosocial): A number of other variables may mediate the in-
fluence of the type of game on behavior, such as ability to filter initial assessments of stimuli in order to control the behavior to be manifested.

Several studies have investigated the relationship between the features of a game and its relevance on different dimensions of GLM. It is important to note that because of general nature of the model and the number of variables it contains, it is impossible to test it comprehensively in a single study. This means the evidence supporting the model consists of demonstrations of relationships between specific variables. The robustness of the model, according to its proponents, is a result of the analysis of several findings relating the media characteristics with each of the main routes (cognitive, affective and arousal) and with observed behavior. Next, we present some of the evidence for each of these routes.

**Empirical Evidence on the GLM**

In general investigations of the influence of digital games on the various routes of GLM use an experimental design in which relevant variables are controlled by the researcher (Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014). The type of game (e.g. prosocial; violent; neutral) is often manipulated as a between-subjects variable.

Several independent studies treating behavior as a dependent variable have suggested that elicited behavior is congruent with the type of game. It was observed, for example, that violent game play increased the frequency of aggressive behavior as measured by Competitive Reaction Time Task - CRTT (Anderson & Dill, 2000; Carnagey & Anderson, 2005). Exposure to violent games also tends to reduce donation behavior (Chambers & Ascione, 2001), whereas prosocial games are associated with greater intent to help others (Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010; Jin, 2011; Peng, Lee, & Heeter, 2010), selecting easier puzzles for other participants (Gentile et al., 2009; Saleem, Anderson, & Gentile, 2012a) and a greater probability of helping a confederate by retrieving a pencil that has ostensibly fallen on the floor or assisting her in a simulated conflict situation (Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010). Similarly, exposure to prosocial games appears to reduce the frequency of aggressive behavior (Greitemeyer, Agthe, Turner, & Gschwendtner, 2011).

There is, however, no consensus on the relationship between games and behavior and some studies report that no such relationship exists (Ferguson, 2007; Sestir & Bartholow, 2010; Tear & Nielsen, 2013; Valadez & Ferguson, 2012). Use of the CRTT to measure aggressive behavior has also been criticized on the grounds that it lacks ecological validity (Elson & Ferguson, 2014), that the instructions, procedures and scales have not been standardized and that data analysis strategies also vary between studies (Elson, Mohseni, Breuer, Scharfow, & Quandt, 2014). The critics argue that these inconsistencies weaken the instrument and that in some cases the conclusion may vary according to how the data is prepared and analyzed.

Most evidence suggests that the characteristics of the game influence memory activation and cognitive accessibility. For example, Anderson and Dill (2000) exposed participants to a violent game (Mortal Kombat) or a neutral game (Myst) and then asked them to perform a reading speed test. Response times for aggressive words were shorter in participants exposed to the violent game, which the authors interpreted as evidence that playing a violent game makes violent memory content more accessible.

Another measure of cognitive accessibility used is the Word Completion Task. In this task participants are presented with a set of word fragments which they must complete with the first word that comes to mind. Exposure to violent video games is associated with a greater probability of choosing violent words (Carnagey & Anderson, 2005; Sestir & Bartholow, 2010) whilst exposure to prosocial games tends to reduce aggressive cognitions (Greitemeyer et al., 2011; Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2009). Other tasks used include completion of ambiguous stories, with the results suggesting that prosocial games can increase the accessibility of prosocial cognitions (e.g. Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010).

Other evidence on the cognitive route includes studies linking exposure to violent games
with implicit aggressive self, on the basis of an Implicit Association Test (Bluemke, Friedrich, & Zumbach, 2009; Uhlmann & Swanson, 2004). Taking the active role players have on the interaction experience, as well as the rewarding system on aggressive behavior within the game, the results show that people associate more aggressive concepts to themselves than to others, when in contact with violent games. Other studies have linked exposure to digital games with effects on sexuality, gender stereotyping (Yao, Mahood, & Linz, 2010) and perception of humanity (Bastian, Jetten, & Radke, 2012) although additional evidence suggests that the cognitive effects of participation in digital games may not last long (Sestir & Bartholow, 2010); an interval of 15 minutes between the game stage and measurement of cognition decreased aggressive cognitions. Finally, there is criticism of how cognition is operationalized. Bösche (2010), for example, presented evidence from a Lexical Decision Task suggesting that exposure to violent games increases the accessibility of both aggressive and prosocial memory content. Bösche suggested that both positive and negative cognitions should be measured in studies of the effect of games on cognition.

Studies of the impact of digital games on affect usually measure affective states using explicit scales, such as the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule and the State Hostility Scale, in an attempt to detect possible short-term changes. Systematic reviews and meta-analysis of the main empirical evidence on aggression (Anderson & Bushman, 2001; Anderson et al., 2010) and prosociality (Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014) show that exposure to violent games tends to increase negative affect and reduce positive affect when compared to neutral or prosocial games. Other studies related to the affective route also consider, in addition to emotional states, desensitization procedures (Huesmann, 2007), cooperation and empathy (Greitemeyer, 2013b), as well as aggressive feelings (Jeong, Biocca, & Bohil, 2012).

The relationship between the change in mood state induced by games and subsequent behavior is, however, unclear. For example, a study which compared violent and neutral games found that although groups exposed to violent games displayed higher levels of negative affect, aggressive behavior seemed to be more associated with the accessibility of negative cognitions than affective state (Carnagey & Anderson, 2005). Similar results were found with respect to the relationship between affect and behavior in the case of prosocial games (Greitemeyer, 2011). Moreover, some studies have failed to find a relationship between game type and affective state (e.g. Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010; Valadez & Ferguson, 2012). This suggests that changes in affective state following game playing might be associated with features of the game other than the type of game (or more specifically the level of violence or prosociality involved). It is also possible that a threshold applies to the ‘strength’ or quantity of game content such that the more violent a game is, the more likely it is to influence affect whilst games with minimal violence may not be sufficient to elicit an affective reaction. Problems with explicit measures of affect have also been cited as a possible explanation for the inconsistent findings in the literature (Elson & Ferguson, 2014; Saleem, Anderson, & Gentile, 2012b).

The arousal route is the one for which the evidence is most contradictory. Studies investigating the impact of games on arousal using physiological measures have produced positive results. For example, playing violent games was shown to produce significant changes in heart rate, blood pressure and galvanic skin response (Bailey, West, & Anderson, 2009; Baldaro et al., 2004). In addition, systematic reviews have reported that there is a relationship between arousal and playing violent games (Anderson & Bushman, 2001; Anderson et al., 2010). The only meta-analysis of the relationship between prosocial games and arousal found that the effects were inconsistent (Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014). Some studies have suggested, however, that effects of games playing on arousal may depend on variables such as the quality of the graphics or the extent to which they offer an
immersive experience, rather than the content (violent, neutral or prosocial, for example) of the game (Bailey et al., 2009). There are also studies which have failed to find a relationship between game playing and arousal (Jeong et al., 2012).

In summary, the evidence presented to date raises some questions about the influence of digital games in human behavior and suggests new areas for investigation. These questions need to be addressed to identify and evaluate the effects of other variables that can moderate or mediate the relations between the variables described in GLM. The next section addresses some of these points, necessary in the current state of theoretical work on the subject.

**Studies of Mediating Variables**

Given the diversity of variables specified in the GLM, it is necessary to investigate possible mediators of the relationship between game playing and behavior. Mediation relationships might account for some of the apparent inconsistencies in the literature. Researchers studying both aggressive (Barlett & Anderson, 2013) and prosocial behavior (Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2009) have suggested that research on potential mediating variables is one of the most fruitful avenues for theoretical and methodological development in the field.

As noted earlier, some of the first empirical studies to show mediation dealt with the influence of games on cognition, using aggressive or prosocial behavior as a dependent variable (Anderson & Dill, 2000; Carnagey & Anderson, 2005; Greitemeyer et al., 2011; Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010). This suggests that cognitive processes, e.g. concepts, scripts and schema activated by exposure to the game and how the information is interpreted, may be central to the mechanism by which activated content evokes particular behaviors. Consistent with this argument, other mediators related to cognition also have empirical support.

In the case of violent games one possible mediator between video game content and violent behavior is hostile expectation bias (the tendency to attribute the actions of third parties to hostile intent). Studies investigating the effect of game type (violent or non-violent) on aggressive behavior have measured hostile expectation bias using an ambiguous story completion task in which participants are asked to list what the protagonist was thinking, feeling and doing throughout the story (Hasan, Bègue, & Bushman, 2012; Hasan, Bègue, Scharkow, & Bushman, 2013). Analysis suggested that exposure to violent game resulted in more hostile interpretations of the stories, and that more hostile interpretations were associated with more aggressive behavior (as measured with the CRTT). Other mediating variables which have been shown to relate to how individuals interpret the situation they are exposed to are perceived aggression (Greitemeyer, 2013a) and intergroup bias (Greitemeyer, 2013c).

Another important mediator of the effects of violent games on behavior is the extent to which the game offers the player an immersive experience (Jeong et al., 2012). Jeong et al. investigated how the realism of the game influenced its impact on players’ aggression; they found that violent games only produced an effect on aggressive behavior when there was significant player immersion. It is important to note that effects of immersiveness were independent of other features of the game such as player perspective (first or third person) or arousal.

One of the main mediators of the effects of games on prosocial behavior is empathy, this is supported by longitudinal and cross-cultural studies (e.g. Prot et al., 2013). More specifically, games which elicit feelings of concern for others increase the probability of helping behavior, even in non-game contexts. Some game features, such as need for cooperation, may increase the probability that the game will elicit empathy towards particular others (Greitemeyer, 2013b).

The evidence presented so far, as well as the criticism associated with them, raise many questions that must be answered if we seek a better understanding of this phenomenon. Below we present some considerations and make some suggestions for future studies.
Improving the Study of Games: Investigating Psychological Processes and the Development of New Research Tools

As discussed above, there is a considerable body of evidence supporting the hypothesis that exposure to a specific types of digital game influences how individuals interpret various situations inside and outside the context of the game and the way they behave in other contexts. We have discussed some of these experimental studies in order to illustrate the current state of the art in this field. However, there are still several gaps in the evidence and unresolved issues such as the difficulty of replicating effects, the importance of other variables (such as process-related variables and dispositional variables), problems with external validity, the small magnitude of the effects and the weakness of the instruments used in these studies (Elson & Ferguson, 2014; Ferguson, 2009a, 2009b; Ferguson & Kilburn, 2010). It is critical that we improve our understanding of the relationship between game playing and behavior in order to assess the adequacy of the GLM as an explanatory model.

Here we present two suggestions for refining experimental research in this field: one relates to the criteria used to select or develop games for use in experimental research. The second considers investigating the influence of automatic and controlled processes on players’ evaluations and behavior.

Considerations for Selection of Digital Games

The choice of game for use in experimental research should take into account several factors. One of them regards to the nature (or content) of the game. The selection of games characterized as violent, neutral or prosocial is an example. When considering the game’s content, the researcher should consider what he or she wants to elicit from the participant’s exposure to the game and what are the dependent variables of interest. Games can, however, be classified on the basis of variables other than content, for instance game mechanics, story, graphics and sound elements, input devices and controls and complexity, some of which are included in the GLM as importance influences on behavior (see Barlett et al., 2009, for a synthesis). Considering the controlling issues for conducting experimental designs as well as the fact that the game features are situational elements that, according to the GLM, can influence the internal states of the individuals, two options can be used. Researcher can either select commercially available games or invest in developing games specifically for research (McMahan, Ragan, Leal, Beaton, & Bowman, 2011).

The main advantages to using commercial games are their availability and superior greater ecological validity. Researcher must, however, confirm by pre-testing or by manipulation checks that a game has features which allow the independent variable of interest to be manipulated effectively in experimental conditions and that other variables are not compromising the results. This is usually achieved by asking participants about the perceived difficulty of the game, the excitement it evokes, its pleasantness, how satisfied they were with the gaming experience etc. for post facto analysis; however some authors have cast doubt on whether this strategy is robust enough to exclude the possibility that intervening variables may explain the results obtained (Elson & Ferguson, 2014).

The use of digital games specifically developed for a research project is a strategy rarely used in this field, but it might help researchers to adopt the kind of rigorous methodology needed to for theoretical development. Custom-developed games have the advantage of allowing variables of interest to be controlled and manipulated more precisely, thus increasing the power of the analysis and the reliability of the findings. Developing a research game with similar properties to commercial games requires the involvement of professional developers and this requires resources not always available to research groups as well as being time consuming (McMahan et al., 2011). Also, attempts to produce games designed for research may result in a product which participants find very
different from what they would class as a real game. Despite this reservation, such games may contribute to more robust methodology and should lead to better understanding of the cognitive, affective and behavioral processes related to playing digital games. Furthermore, it is essential to invest in developing games designed to test specific hypotheses about the processes involved, in order to overcome one of the barriers to development of robust theory in this research field.

Investigation of Controlled and Automatic Processes

The empirical evidence presented in this paper about the cognitive dimension reinforces its relevance to the influence of digital games on behavior. The GLM assumes the existence of evaluation and re-evaluation processes that, depending on the existence of sufficient cognitive resources and satisfactory feedbacks, may result in impulsive or controlled actions. However, there is insufficient empirical evidence to justify the inclusion of such elements in the model, or explain how they relate to other elements of the model (most importantly the game features and context). This fundamental gap in the evidence base casts doubt on the validity of many of the assumptions of the GLM.

The idea of a dual system of information processing is not unique to the field of digital games. The idea that there are processes, not accessible to consciousness, that influence how individuals perceive, interpret and act on the world has been discussed by researchers in various fields (Hassin, Uleman, & Bargh, 2005). The dual system model is currently the dominant model of human cognition and it has been used in the study of processes associated with reasoning, judgment and decision-making, social perception, stereotypes, attitude change, among other constructs (Evans, 2008). It is based on evidence suggesting that human behavior is governed by a series of processes of which the individual may not be explicitly aware (Dijksterhuis & Aarts, 2010).

For many years now there has been considerable interest among social cognition researchers in implicit processing, that occurs without an individual’s attention and is outside his or her conscious control, because of the growing evidence supporting the dual model of information processing (Fiske & Taylor, 2008; Kahneman, 2011). According to this model, there is a gradient in cognitive processing from purely automatic processing, in which the individual is unaware of the stimulus and does not explicitly control how it is processed, to controlled and conscious processing. In this sense, the implicit processing of information received from the environment systematically influence decision-making processes in different contexts (Bargh, Schwader, Hailey, Dyer, & Boothby, 2012).

From this perspective, few studies seek to verify empirically the effect of implicit processes in understanding the influence of games on behavior. There have, however, been some investigations of how game content influences the implicit aggressive self (Bluemke et al., 2009; Uhlmann & Swanson, 2004). Other questions relating to the role of implicit processing the relationship between game playing and behavior could be posed. It is reasonable to assume that in the absence of cognitive resources, automatic information processing predominates, because under these circumstances it is more difficult for an individual to exert control over information evaluation processes. In these cases, it is reasonable to argue what are the results expected from the exposure to different types of games, and the role of individual and situational variables. A plausible hypothesis is that personality traits (such as aggression, empathy and personality traits related to prosociality) might have more influence on behavior when players have limited cognitive resources. These and related hypotheses, would require a new approach to research. We suggest that new experimental research manipulating variable such as scarcity of cognitive resource and interference, as well as approaches that consider the dual process model, should be used to investigate the relationship between digital games and behavior. In other words variables concerning the cognitive route should be treated as an independent variable or mediator as well as a dependent variable.
Manipulations of cognitive resources generally involve use of a concurrent task such as digit recall (Cavallo, Holmes, Fitzsimons, Murray, & Wood, 2012; Conway & Gawronski, 2013), or an ego depletion task (Fennis, 2011; Xu, Bègue, & Bushman, 2012). Manipulating the availability of cognitive resources enables one to evaluate the role of controlled processes in determining the frequency of helping or aggressive behavior outside the game context. One possible hypothesis, for example, is that the lack of cognitive resources will increase the impact of dispositional variables on players’ behavior.

Final Considerations

In recent years there has been an increase in research on the influence of digital games on behavior. This body of empirical evidence led to development of theoretical models seeking to describe and explain the relationship between games and behavior; the GLM is the most influential of these. Based on their assumptions, many important variables were systematically selected in order to investigate the influence of digital games in different dimensions of human functioning, such as behavior, cognition, affection and arousal (Anderson & Bushman, 2001; Anderson et al., 2010; Barlett et al., 2009; Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014). Several theoretical criticisms of the GLM and the methods used to investigate it have been made, most relating to the quality of the instruments used, the choice of digital games; the very existence of a relationship between game playing and behavior has also been challenged (Elson & Ferguson, 2014; Ferguson, 2009b). It has also been suggested that research in this field is influenced by biases that lend importance to an effect which has little, if any, practical relevance (Ferguson, 2007, 2008). We do not suggest that the empirical evidence supporting the GLM should be disregarded, nor that weaknesses in the evidence entirely invalidate its assumptions. Our aim was to review key studies in the field and suggest approaches that might address aspects of the data which are problematic for the GLM. We hope, in the words of Krahé (2014), to promote an attitude of fair play in this research field, by considering all the evidence, both positive and negative, relevant to the leading model of gaming and its influence on wider behavior.

In this paper we have sought to present both the evidence supporting the existence of a relationship between gaming and behavior and the most common criticisms associated with each type. Rather than providing a comprehensive analysis of the relevant literature our aim was to promote a fruitful discussion of the gaps in knowledge in the field and propose approaches which could be used to address them. Obviously our list of suggestions is not exhaustive; several other methodological changes are also needed including greater use of direct indicators of arousal and affect (such as physiological indicators) and longitudinal studies, in order to confirm that long-term exposure to digital games has a cumulative effect. We believe, however, that the dual systems model of information processing offers promising avenues of research, and together with greater attention to the role of game type, and development of digital games for use in experimental research, could improve understanding in the field.
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